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Abstract
Theoretical and experimental investigation into the elastic guided wave resonance diffraction is car-
ried out in view of the damage severity quantification. Currently, flat-bottom notches simulating pitting
corrosion in metallic structures are considered. The studyis focused on the express estimation of the
corrosion penetration depth on the basis of measured scattered guided waves and fast computer simu-
lation using the analytically-based models developed. Experimental investigations are performed with
a contactless laser Doppler vibrometry, while surface mounted piezoelectric wafer active sensors serve
as guided wave excitation devices. The obtained experimental data confirm the predicted values of the
resonance frequencies and prove their strong dependence onthe obstacle geometry. A slight change of
the notch depth results in a remarkable shift of the corresponding resonance frequencies, making them
potentially useful for the precise evaluation of the corrosion severity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic elastic guided waves (GW) have become a recognized tool for the development and imple-
mentation of active SHM systems [1,2]. Being thoroughly studied both numerically and experimentally
for a variety of damage types, the GW reflection, refraction and mode conversion are distinct indications
of faults or defects. However, multiple boundary and structural element reflections, as well as internal or
external noise sources, sufficiently complicate damage evaluation [3]. Therefore, it is of great demand
to investigate any specific damage characteristic that could enhance its quantification opportunity with
SHM systems.

A phenomenon of GW resonance interaction with localized obstacles is among such potential fea-
tures. It is characterized by the capturing of incident waveenergy and its prolonged localization in the
defects vicinity in the form of weakly decaying standing waves at the resonance frequencies (spectral
points of the corresponding diffraction boundary value problem) [4, 5]. These frequencies strongly de-
pend on the defects type, shape and location in the waveguidestructure [6–8]. Therefore, being detected,
they may serve as a potentially useful tool for the SHM enhancement and automation.

In this paper, some preliminary theoretical and experimental investigation into the GW resonance
diffraction is presented, in view of the damage severity quantification. It is based on the previous studies
of resonance phenomena occurring with specific defects in the form of cracks [8], delaminations [7], and
flat-bottom deep notches of various depth representing pitting corrosion damage are considered [9–11].
The mathematical and computer models as well as the experimental measurement technique developed
in those studies are intensively used in the present research that, unlike the latter, are focused on the
estimation of corrosion penetration depth on the basis of scattering resonance frequencies.
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2. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Theoretical analysis of the stated problem, which geometryis schematically depicted in Figure 1, is
performed within the plain strain assumption relying on a set of mathematical models of increasing
complexity from zero- [9] and first-order [12] plate theories to the general equations of linear elastody-
namics [13]. In order to compare the model performance, the transmission and reflection coefficients
κ±=E±/E0 have been evaluated as the ratio of the time-averaged transmitted and reflected wave energy
E+ andE− to the incident wave energyE0. Figure 2 gives examples of the fundamental antisymmetric
A0 modeκ± coefficient dependencies on frequencyf with a fixed notch width∆x= 5H for two notch
depths (namely,d = 0.5H andd = 0.75H), obtained within the aforementioned models. Here the solid
lines state for 2D elastodynamic results obtained with the laminate element method (LEM) [13], dashed
lines correspond to the first-order plate theory, and the dashed-dotted ones are for the zero-order ap-
proach. Though for moderate defects, the plate theories capture the behavior ofκ± only qualitatively,
for deep notches, which are of the current scope, the first-order plate theory provides reliable results for
a broad frequency range with the deviation of local maxima/minima location not exceeding 5%. There-
fore, the further numerical results rely on this model, serving in this sense as a compromise between the
accuracy and a calculation speed.
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Figure 1 : Problem geometry for mathematical models (top); sketch of experimental specimens (bottom).
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Figure 2 : Reflection and transmission coefficientsκ± as functions of frequency.

The sharp peaks ofκ+ in the right subplot of Figure 2 are conditioned by theA0 resonance in-
teraction with the notch that is mathematically described by complex eigenfrequencieŝfn of the corre-
sponding open waveguide diffraction problem with small imaginary parts|Im f̂n|/|Ref̂n| ≪ 1 [10]. The
parametrical analysis ofκ+ dependencies on the frequency and notch geometry (Figure 3,upper sub-
plots) has revealed a strong influence of the obstacle’s geometry on the allocation ofκ+ local maxima
values in the frequency domain. For example, with the fixed∆x= 4 mm, the increase of the notch depth
to only 0.1 mm, from 1.75 mm to 1.76 mm, results in the 8 kHz shift of the second peak frequencyf2
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Figure 3 : Surfaces of transmission coefficientκ± as functions of frequency, width and depth (top subplots) for
fixed notch depth (left subplots) and width (right subplot).Trajectories of the first two resonance frequenciesf̂1
and f̂2 in the same(∆x, f ) and(d, f ) domains (bottom subplots).

(Figure 3 top-right). The evaluation of the resonance polesf̂n versus notch width and depth confirms
these results (Figure 3, bottom subplots, dashed lines stand for the imaginary part). Moreover, it is clear
from the plots that the severer the damage is, the closer the value Imf̂n nestles to zero. Since nearly-real
poles f̂n contribute to the transient scattered field with the weakly attenuating factorsexp(2πIm f̂nt), the
corresponding trapped modes could be detected experimentally and, thus, provide the information about
the defect’s geometry.

3. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental investigations have been carried out with twoaluminium plate samples of thicknessH = 2
mm. In these plates, two notches of slightly varying depth had been introduced along the whole plate
width (Figure 1). Their depths and widths have been measuredwith a digital micrometer yielding the
following values (in mm):d1,1 = 1.76, d1,2 = 1.78, d2,1 = 1.79 andd2,2 = 1.81; ∆x1,1 = ∆x1,2 = 3.95,
∆x2,1 = ∆x2,2 = 3.91. Here the first index is for the plate number while the second one stands for the
notch. In order to account for the theoretical plane wave assumption, guided wave packets are generated
by prolonged rectangular piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) of the dimensions 5× 30× 0.25
mm3. They are adhesively attached to the specimen in such a way that the longest PWAS part is parallel
to the notch. The actuators are excited with a broadband square pulse, allowing to cover the frequency
range used in the simulations. The out-of-plane velocity ˙uz(x, t) of the plate surface is measured at
the x-axis points by means of a Polytec PSV-500 one-dimensional scanning laser Doppler vibrometer
(LDV).

Theoretical analysis of eigenforms associated with the first two resonance frequencies shows non-
uniform displacement distribution along the notch width [11]. While for f̂1 the maximum amplitude
is achieved in the middle of the defect, the second trapped mode has two local maxima located sym-
metrically to the notch center, which in turn is almost motionless. Therefore, two measurement points
inside the notch (pointsC1 andC2 in Figure 1) are utilized to acquire the out-of-plain velocities u̇z(x, t),
being further processed with Fourier transform to obtain experimental values of resonance frequencies
f exp
n . The normalized spectrum|u̇z(x, f )| measured at pointsC1 andC2 inside of each of the notches is

summarized in Figure 4. Double peaks for the second resonance frequencyf exp
2 on the left subplots are

conditioned by the relatively close location of the notchesto each other in the first plate.
Approximate values of experimental resonance frequenciesf exp

n obtained from these plots are sum-
marized in the second and third columns of Table 1. Using the measured values off exp

1 and f exp
2 , the
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Figure 4 : Normalized velocity spectra measured inside the notches; blue lines - pointC1, red ones -C2.

notch depths are predicted on the basis of the developed mathematical model (the last column of Ta-
ble 1). They are in very good agreement with the measured depths. Even slight 0.2 mm changes are
distinguishable.

Table 1 : Experimental resonance frequencies and predictednotch depths

Measured notch depth, mm f exp
1 , kHz f exp

2 , kHz Predicted notch depth, mm
d1,1 = 1.76 80 217 1.757
d1,2 = 1.78 78 205 1.771
d2,1 = 1.79 73 195 1.787
d2,2 = 1.81 64 172 1.814

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we made an attempt to understand how the resonance guided wave diffraction, being
an interesting theoretical phenomena, might be utilized for a refined damage severity characterization.
Though the considered prolonged artificial notch is only a particular case and academic exercise, it gave
a clear manifestation of resonance regimes and allowed the experimental confirmation of their strong
sensitivity to the damage geometry. Among the points of further investigation, there are a possibil-
ity of eigenfrequency detection from transient wave-fieldsacquired outside the damaged area, and the
consideration of more realistic defect types.
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